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Bonjour or hopefully welcome back! At Skiology we have a goal of 100% repeat guest bookings so if this is your first stay
or your 10th, thank you for choosing to stay with us and we hope that you find some useful information in this guide. This
guide is to be used alongside the tourist office guide, whereas the tourist office guide is for all this is more specific to your
stay.

Dom (Founder and in charge of developing the Skiology product)

Further information from the tourist office

The tourist office weekly entertainment programme https://en.calameo.com/books/00725051071723638cee1

Tourist office guides and brochures https://www.morzine-avoriaz.com/brochures.html
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Location, location, location

Chalet Grand Sapin Ski lift Tourist office

How to get to and from the pistes!

To ski Avoriaz side, come out of the chalet, take a left and continue straight. Super Morzine is just at the end of the road
after you cross the roundabout. You will need to take the Super Morzine cable car up, ski down a little, then take the Zore
chairlift up, then take the long green upper piste to your right to the bottom of the Seraussaix chairlift, you are now in the
Avoriaz ski domain

To ski Morzine and Les Gets side. Take a right as you leave the chalet. Go left at the top of the road and keep to your right
until you see the Pleney cable car on your right.

Where is the nearest cashpoint?

On route to Super Morzine. Come out of the chalet take a left. Go straight over the roundabout and the cash machine is
on your right next to the snack hut and opposite Morzine immobilier.

Where is the nearest ski equipment shop?

Our partners Ski-Mobile will deliver all your hire equipment needs. If you need gloves or a hat etc there is a plethora of
choices as you walk through Morzine and down to the Rue Du Bourg. Intersport has the largest choice, Slopestyle and
the Woods are popular with locals (all on the Rue Du Bourg). If you have not booked in advance with Ski-Mobile and they
can’t get to you quick enough, we also get a 20% discount through Ski-Set. To get to Ski-Set turn right on the road outside
the chalet as if you were walking to Pleney, then follow the road round, pass restaurant Rotonde with it on your right as if
you were going to the Tourist office then Ski-Set will be on your right just after Rotonde.

Where is the nearest pharmacy?
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There are 2 pharmacies in Morzine one opposite the tourist office open non-stop 08:30 - 20:00 and one opposite the
Marie at the bottom of town 08:30 – 12:30 and 14:30 – 19:30.

Where is the nearest doctor?

Cabinet Médical, 878 Route De La Plagne +33 (0)4 50 75 99 17 come out of the chalet take a left at road as if going to
Super Morzine then take a left at the roundabout and continue down the road for about 800m. Perhaps take something
to do if you go as you can’t make an appointment and may have to wait an hour or so. Most of the medics speak English
and are open 08:30 – 19:30, they may stop to have lunch however never at the same time so perhaps go either side of
12:00 and 14:00 if you can.

Where is the nearest tabac?

There is a tabac opposite the tourist office be aware it will close from 12:00 – 14:00!
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Welcome speech recap

● Our goal is to make your week 6/5, if there is anything at all that I can do to that effect please let us know and if it is
within my power we will achieve it

● Please do help us out. We hope we don’t miss anything however if we do miss anything like salt on the food table,
forget to replace a loo roll please do let us know

● For any minor suggestions that you might not prefer to let us know in person please use the comments pots or let
the resort manager know

● For any major suggestions, the office details are on the business cards

● 07:30 Your host will arrive before 07:30
● 07:45 Your host will drop tea/coffee to outside your bedroom door
● 8:00 – 9:00 Hot breakfast is served  (porridge, boiled eggs and daily different hot option)
● 09:30 If you are out of your rooms, your host will pop by and give them a quick clean. If you feel this is an invasion

of privacy or you are still there, please put your waste paper basket outside your door so that we may empty it and
leave you a toilet roll.

● Doors codes for the chalet
● welcomeback is the WIFI password.
● Afternoon tea and cake will be left out for you. Please, help yourself to tea, coffee, espresso whenever you like, tap

water is also drinkable.
● We will lay a fire every day for you to light should you wish when you come back in.
● 17:30 Your host will be back before 17:30 to make your evening meal.
● 17:30 If applicable your host will serve children’s high tea
● 19:00 Canapes are served with wine
● Team days off are generally Tuesday and Friday, a pre-booked dine-in option is available on one of these nights.

Heating & maintenance

● The toilets are very sensitive so please only put toilet paper down the toilets e.g not wet wipes, makeup wipes etc
Also be aware the French hot water tap tends to be a few degrees hotter than British!

● Please do not dry your gloves on the radiators as the plastic in the gloves sticks to them and will destroy the
wicking in the glove making it non-waterproof!

● Heating there are thermostats on radiators however if it is generally too hot or too cold let your host know so that
they can amend.

● Cool earth offset our carbon emissions. If you can remember to turn off your light and close your window that
would be great however don’t worry too much, you are on holiday we will do it for you.

● Any maintenance bits and bobs please let your host know.

Other bits

● All meals are flexible by 30 mins either way if required for all the group.
● The resort manager will pop by within the first few days of your holiday to say hi and collect any outstanding

payments.
● For any minor suggestions that you might not prefer to let me know in person please use the comments pots or let

the resort manager know.
● For any major the office details are on the business cards.
● The team have an honesty bar for any drinks and food that you would like outside of the Skiology package.

Instructions for how this works will be next to the honesty bar.

Housekeeping
● We only buy ingredients for the meals included in your holiday so please do not raid the fridge but if you really

cannot resist it please let your host know what is missing.
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● Your hosts can tell you where the recycling bins are You can recycle glass, and paper and some plastic the symbol

to look for is

it is often then followed by further instructions for example

For example, this says that you may say that you can recycle the box but not the container
● Please only put toilet paper down the toilet.
● Please do not put gloves on the radiators, the plastic will stick to them and it will melt the wicking making them

no longer waterproof.
● Please don’t wear your outdoor shoes indoors as the floors will become a slippery hazard.
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Get to know your team

● Name - Imogen Role - Chef

● What did you want to be when you grew up? Professional show jumper

● Skier, boarder, both? Boarder

● Previous service experience including countries? Previous chalet job in Morzine. Vegan restaurant and farm shop
restaurant

● Place you want to visit most in the world and why? India- learn about ayurveda first-hand.

● Favourite dish and why? Lasagne- whats not to like!

● Best mountain experience to date?   First time doing a drop into powder!

● Best joke or trivia?   How far can a dog run into a forest?

● Name - Charles Role - Host

● What did you want to be when you grew up? Fireman

● Skier, boarder, both? Snowboarder!!!

● Previous service experience including countries? Chalet hosting and cleaning in France.

● Place you want to visit most in the world and why? Hokkaido, Japan for the powder and to snowboard in the cherry
trees.

● Favourite dish and why? Chicken dirty fries from The Hobgoblin in Bristol!

● Best mountain experience to date? Quiet blue bird day at happy valley with friends trying drops and falling into
powder.

● Best joke or trivia? The myth that carrots help you see in the dark was started by the British to hide that they had
radar during WW2. They would claim that carrots were the reason their pilots could see at night.
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Dom’s Top 5 pistes

Warm up run: Take the Super Morzine cable car, followed by the Zore chairlift. Then take the blue run back down under
the Zore chairlift. You can see the piste from the chair so you can pre-plan your route the piste is also quite wide and with
a flattering gradient.

● Combe a florets, blue (Avoriaz, France). A lovely descent through the trees. The locals call it Star Wars because it
feels like you are flying through the trees.

● Choucas, Blue (Les Gets, France). In the summer, this is a popular mountain road and has featured several times in
the Tour de France. In winter it is a lovely wooded piste.

● The lower part of Gueilly-Champoussin, blue, past the Pointe de L’Au chairlift. This is a short, sweet, nippy, often
quiet section that most bypass as it ends in a drag lift. I would not make it a destination i.e go specifically to do it
as it is short and ends in a drag lift however if you are in the area it is a great cut-through and an easy way to find
the restaurant Chez Gaby as you pass on the left as you get to the end of the drag lift.

Marmite pistes – Dom loves them Steph not so much.

● Ripaille, Red (Champery, Switzerland). A long piste in its own valley. Secluded and beautiful. Bit flat at the end
especially for borders.

● Didier De Fargo Blue (Morgin, Switzerland). Okay so it is very flat at the end and if you are a boarder you won’t
thank anyone for this recommendation however if you don’t mind a pole push, this is one of the longest pistes
here and in its own valley too.

● Le Linga, red (Linga, France). For speed demons, not advisable when icy! From the top you can see most of the
piste, point your skis down and go!

Previous team top pistes!

● Marmottes (a red run on the back of Mont Chery). Mont Chery is often a quieter place to ski and has superb view
of Mont Blanc from the top. If you’re feeling up to the challenge, the black runs off the back are great fun too! 

● Mossettes (a blue run from the top of the Mossettes chairlift back down to Lindarets). From the top of the Swiss
border, Mossettes is a nice challenging run which goes flatter in places. A nice cruising run for all level of skiers to
enjoy! 

● Pleney B. A blue run from the top of the Pleney bubble back to Morzine. A long descent through the trees, later
revealing some stunning views of the town. There are several pistes which branch off for some great variations.

● The Swiss loop, although not one piste, it is a great challenge to complete the loop in a day. Starting in Lindarets,
to Plaine Dranse, across to Chatel, entering Switzerland in Morgins, through to Champoussin, Les Crosets and
returning to Avoriaz. A contrast of pistes, with gives a great variety of skiing. It is always worth a stop in Chez
Babeth in Plaine Dranse, a lunch restaurant full of fur and teddy bears!! 
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Top 5 mountain restaurants

How on earth to pick just 5! Half the fun is of course finding your favourites but let us give you 5 from all corners of the
Portes Du Soleil to inspire your exploring.

Nyon: Chez Nannon  +33 (0)4 50 79 21 15 At top of Troncs Express. Dishes served in big pans that are brought to the
table, a head turner for skiers going past.

Les Gets: Le Paika  +33 (0)4 50 92 85 22 Take drag lift la Turche, then on blue run Vorosses. Outdoor bbq with huge
prawns, steaks, rotisserie chicken… Expensive however very memorable.

Avoriaz: La Taniere  +33 (0)4 50 74 13 10 At the top of the Prodain bubble on the left. So good that one family only ate
here all week! Good value. Pedestrian accessible.

Plaine Dranse: Chez Babeth +33 (0)4 50 73 38 77 at the back of the cluster of restaurants in Plaine Dranse, always
popular for characterful owner and amazing interior decoration. Don’t leave without going inside first!

Morgins (Switzerland): La’0 s +41 (0)2 44 76 83 24 f Skiology did a mountain restaurant it would be a bit a like this one. In
their own words “You will come to discover a gourmet and local cuisine, “homemade”, inspired by our region which is so
rich in quality products! We participate in preserving our environment and its exceptional beauty by working responsibly
and limiting our non-recyclable waste. Thank you to the producers for their know-how and their precious collaboration!”.
Don’t faint at the prices they are in Swiss francs!

https://www.skiology.co.uk/blog/best-mountain-restaurants-in-the-portes-du-soleil/

Morzine Restaurants

Clin d'Oeil +33 4 50 79 03 10 ‘A touch of South West cuisine in the Alps’. Chef own and run means consistently good
quality at the Clin d’Oeil. A lovely of fusion of local dishes and dishes from the South West of France.

La Ferme de la Fruitiere +33 (0)4 50 79 12 39  Artisan cheese makers create the cheese in the adjoining dairy for you to
try at this spectacular cheese restaurant.  A beautiful traditional stone and wooden cosy interior with a roaring open fire
and huge window make this restaurant a special place to have lunch or dinner. Most popular for its cheese however also
serves some traditional French cuisine.

Le Grange +33 4 50 75 96 40 Great food in a lovely, old converted barn, a romantic destination that we often recommend
for couples.

L’Etale +33 (0)4 50 79 09 29 The longest menu in town! Most guests choose L’Etale as you are sure to find something for
everyone including pizza and all-you-can-eat fondue, raclette and hot stone!

La Rotonde Restaurant +33 (0)4 50 79 16 30  Sister restaurant to L’Etale, a little calmer than L’Etale. Steph and Dom’s
default choice some of our family favourites are ribs, ladies steak, pizza Italian and Thai beef salad!

La Charmade +33 4 50 79 13 91 A bit like marmite, guests have said this is both the best and worst restaurant in Morzine.
If you have been before the restaurant had recently has massively been renovated and now has an open plan kitchen with
chef’s dining table and quirky downstairs wine bar.

Hotel du lac + 33 6 03 56 85 05 An included return taxi ride away, set on the serene Lac De Montriond, a spot for those in
the know this winter. Hotel du lac is a  newly refurbished hideout away from the bustle of Morzine. With an  inventive
menu of ethically sourced gastro classics such as “Local Pan fried trout, tomato, beurre blanc, herb gnocchi & herb salad”
vegetarian and vegan alternatives.
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Hide out hostel + 33 7 68 63 48 21 One of our team’s favourite hangouts. Asian street food with different weekly
specials. You may recognise former team member Oscar from our chalets La Roche and L’Isiere who heads up the kitchen
here and continues his legacy of 6/5 food. Great vibe, great food and sympathetic to vegetarians and vegans.

https://www.skiology.co.uk/blog/best-places-to-eat-in-morzine/
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Après Ski

Avoriaz

Folie Douce On the plateau in Avoriaz. You can’t miss it. Folie Douce are probably the most famous chain of Apres ski bars
in the Alps! Join the party every day from 15:00-18:30.

Le Shooters Bar Located in the heart of the resort, there is live music twice a day, after skiing and in the early evening
from 22:00. The speciality here is the shooters with over 50 different recipes on offer!

Café Le Fantastic A large sunny terrace right on the snow front, this is an ideal place to call in for a sundowner. Often has
DJs playing too.

Morzine

Bar Robinson A traditional French bar, always popular and home of the famous Mutzig beer. Busy between 16:00-19:00.

Chez Roger's A cosy friendly little place on the Rue de Bourg just above Bar Robinson. Popular with seasonnaires, it fills
up quickly and offers après ski nibbles and beers. There's a good outside seating area under the awning and sometimes
live music on the terrace.

The Tremplin Down near the Pleney always hosts some lively parties.

Le Crepu Further up in town on the road coming down from Le Pleney Bubble. Another friendly spot with a nice vibe, it is
also really close to the Cavern & the Tibetan Cafe, literally just downstairs, so you can keep your night out in one area
without having to brave the cold night air and snowfall.

The Cavern Just under Crepu, This is one of the main nightspots in Morzine. Good, friendly bar with a live DJ and screens
showing ski and snowboard movies. Open until 2am.

Coffee

Coffee so synonymous with France that cafes are named after the French word for coffee, here is where you can catch us.

Avoriaz

Le Fournil De Cannelle +33 4 50 92 83 15 85 Promenade du Festival, 74110 (down the main street of Avoriaz and near
the top) We have overheard people refer to here as the bakery of dreams, having been you can see why it is like a candy
store of tempting treats.

Morzine

Coup De Couer +33 4  50 79 13 91 - on the main square near the ice skating rink. One of the best! Open year-round and
patronised by many a local.

Satellite 116 Rue Du Bourg. Owner Paul does love his coffee! You can expect coffee measured to the microgram to make
sure it is perfect and water heated to the correct degree.  Coffee here is science and art. Satellite also has a great
environmental angle and caters well for dietarties.

p.s we wrote a blog about our favouite piste side coffee stops
https://www.skiology.co.uk/blog/morzine-top-3-coffee-stops/
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Food at Skiology

Skiology brother Luke Turner (Fortnum & Mason development chef) is our executive chef, developing our menu every
season and changing up to 30% in line with guest feedback.

Luke always tries to use local/seasonal produce. The pickle is that  is that in winter very little fresh produce grows in
winter even less so in the Alps so we mainly rely, as older generations did on ‘cold storage’ local goods. Here are a few
examples of what we buy when in stock.

Local ingredients and a few special French ones

Apples: The French Alps and surrounding valley host an abundance of orchards. Apples keep well in cold storage so we
use local apples when we can, more often in cooking rather than in the fruit bowl as the raw local apples are not always to
everyones taste. Local apples tend to be quite small and crunchy with thick skins. If you cut a local apple in half around
the middle they often have a star shape in the middle. We have a mature apple tree at our home which we also use to
make chutney and apple cider vinegar for your meals.

Cheese: The rich Alpine pastures fed by the melt water from the snow, bathed in sunlight and fresh air make perfect
fodder for creating superior cheeses. We use Reblochon in our tartiflette. Reblochon is one of the famous regional
cheese, it has a soft creamy taste. We also use Abondance on our cheese plate. Abondance is in the Portes Du Soleil ski
area and is produced by a particular breed of cow characterised by brown markings around their eyes. It is a hard cheese
and sometimes forms salt crystals when it matures.

Eggs: Our eggs are from Marin, which is just down the valley from Morzine. The quality of the eggs is one of the most
frequent food comments made by guests.

Local honey: Bee numbers are in decline all over the world as we repurpose wildflower meadows with more food sources,
therefore, taking flowers/food from them. Ironically we need bees to make more food for us, a lot of our food sources
can't reproduce without them taking pollen from one plant to the next, no bees no more potatoes, no more chips! (there
are 100s of other examples). Mass framing of bees can have a devastating effect on the lives of bees. By taking away all
the honey from a hive we take their home, their food, their life support system that they need to fight disease and keep on
pollinating. We offer a local honey that is served in our chalets is from sustainable sources to protect our ecosystem for
now and the future.

Frozen myrtleberry: Blueberries that grow wild in the mountains in summer are now farmed and frozen. They are a little
sharper than we are used to in the U.K but equally as delicious.

Pears: Once again from the orchards of Savoie. Savoie pears are famed in France for their flavour.

Savoy cabbage: The name Savoy refers to our region, the Savoie region and the cabbage is believed to have originated
from here.

Milk: We sometimes use uht milk in cooking and when we do we use the Lait d’ici brand (milk from here) or we use milk
with the Marque de Savoie stamp (made in Savoie).

Walnuts: Walnuts are known as Noix de Grenoble in France as most of the walnut trees grow in the
valleys around Grenoble at the foot of the Alps. Walnuts in the UK are mostly one season old and are often darker and
more bitter in flavor. However in France they sell this season’s nuts which are creamy and sweet. Around Christmas on
market day there is sometimes someone selling walnuts in shells which are so fresh and soft that can usually be
de-shelled by hand!
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French foods

Eggs (label rouge): The eggs we used for poaching are from a French mark of excellent quality, ‘label rouge’ - farming how
it used to be. High-welfare chickens free range with a minimum of 5m2 per hen and have a natural diet of 100%
plant-based feed including cereal. Eggs have no die in the yolks, are packaged within 4 days and are collected twice a day.
The meat costs quite a lot more however it consistently wins awards for taste so we feel it is worth it.  More on ‘label
rouge’. Look for ‘label rouge’ on menus and be prepared for a treat!

Meat including label rouge chicken: In France it is the law for restuarants to declare the country of origin for meat served.
Look in any restaurant and somewhere you will find a board with this information. The French favour meat from France
and so this is where our meat comes from

Nutella alternative : Somethings we believe are synonymous with coming on holiday in France like Nutella. The pickle is
that Nutella is over 50%  sugar and palm oil. Palm oil is also a major source of rainforest deforestation. As a brand that
believes in operating in an environmentally responsible manner, it makes sense to offer our guests an option that we
believe tastes better and supports our programme with CoolEarth for rainforest reforestation. Give it a try :) When palm
oil is processed at high temperatures the European Food Safety Authority (EFSA)  has also deemed it a possible
carcinogen, resulting in some of our neighbouring countries banning Nutella.
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Our beyond organic wine by Paul Boyer

Supplier of Harrods and Skiology! Paul’s natural wines come from organic or sustainable viticulture. This is why we love it
so much.

Paul Boyer produces next level ‘all-natural wine’. Organic wine is produced with organically grown grapes. After that
producers may process as they wish. Paul’s mission is to produce wines without additives that truly express the character
of the grape and the unique qualities of the terroir. This way all you taste is the grape, not the additives.

“Organic” and “sustainable” agriculture systems value soil health and biodiversity as integral to growing any crop.
Although the terms are not completely interchangeable, both describe an approach to growing that sees the farm or
vineyard as a large integrated loop. In this loop, plant, animal, and microbial life, aided by soil and water quality, contribute
to the overall health of the environment. Therefore the development and quality of the crop.

Sustainability is particularly relevant to the field of viticulture. Protecting the health of the vineyard’s soil and
surrounding environment can be seen as intrinsic to enhancing terroir. Other benefits of growing wine grapes under
sustainable practices include encouraging natural vine hardiness. And the foundation for a healthy place to live and work.

We are proud to offer a unique product that is made in line with our environmental beliefs. Whilst preserving the quality
and taste of a great wine.

Even better, during dinner service, Paul’s wine is served bottomless.

Season 22-23 wine selection

La Fenassiere Blanc 2021

Blend of Chardonnay, Ugni Blanc, Sauvignon and Grenache Blanc

Medium bodied, elegant and fruity. Aromas of pineapple, acacia flowers, green apple and lemon peel.

Heritage Rouge 2021

Blend of 80% Merlot and 20% Cabernet Sauvignon

Medium bodied with soft tannins and a round fruity structure. Aromas of ripe plum, raspberry jam, coffee and liquorice.

Heritage Cabernet Sauvignon Rouge 2021

100% Cabernet Sauvignon

Medium to full-bodied, powerful and fruity. Aromas of green pepper, ripe black fruits and provencal spices.

All wines are suitable for vegans.
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Sustainability is at the heart of everything we do.

We are on a mission to a mission to become the Alps accommodation provider with the smallest carbon footprint!
Sustainability is the answer to most questions at Skiology You can read more about it on our sustainability page
https://www.skiology.co.uk/sustainability/

You will see the EcoLabel on a lot of products that we use. It may looks like it means that the product is
Economic rather than Ecologic so let’s put the record straight, these products cost a lot more financially
however pay dividends for the environment!

Cool Earth (1 million ++  square feet of rainforest protected by Skiology and growing): Protecting trees rather than
planting means you don’t have to wait for the trees to grow to have an effect especially when you protect the worlds
lungs - the rainforest. Endorsed by David Attenborough CoolEarth are globally recognised for their commitment to
caring for our planet. We offset our carbon emissions by 10 times to leave a positive global effect. CoolEarth has now got
to a size, 500,000 acres, whereby they protect so much rainforest that it is time to do something with it! In the spirit of
give a man a fish, teach a man to fish, the land we protect is now used for the cultivation of cocoa, we have had sample of
both the chocolate and coffee produced and one day hope to use the products in our chalets!

Our toiletries, Damana and Être Cosmétique BIO Luxury organic: Certification by ECOCERT. Over 98% ingredients of
natural origin. No chemical perfume. No colouring agent. No animal derived ingredients. Not tested on animals.
Ingredients from Bio farms.

Our cleaning products, Delphis Eco, The Royal warrant for environmentally friendly cleaning products: Snow is mainly
water so it makes sense for us to look after our water cycle. 90% of the cleaning products that we use are supplied by
Delphis Eco. Delphis Eco has an inspirational goal of 100% sustainability across the business, from plant-based cleaning
products to recyclable and biodegradable packaging. We are really proud to work alongside such an inspirational brand.

Our linen, Mitre, The Royal warrant for linen: Mitre follows the Good Practice Guidelines as laid down by the Textile
Services Association

Rebooking!

We offer 10% off per person for full chalet bookings made either during your stay or within 2 weeks of departure. For
those unable to book during this period we will endeavour to get in touch and give you first refusal on returning for the
same dates as previous bookings

Charities

Put simply, daily we feel lucky for the position that we are in so we try to help others less fortunate feel the same. We
support Msizi Africa and CoolEarth https://www.skiology.co.uk/sustainability/#charity

Tipping

One of the questions that we get asked the most on our chalet visits is what to tip the team? Tips are never expected but
always appreciated. An exceptional tip is around 5% of the value of the holiday.

Towel change

With our + standard chalets an optional towel change is included otherwise this service is chargeable at €10 per room payable in cash

with 50% going to charity.
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Adventures for babysitters! Also known as the non-skiing Grandparent guide!

More and more young families are choosing to bring their parents along to help with childcare. We have been collating
some of the most successful outings with young ones to provide you with some ideas. Note: If you are worried about
taking a little one to altitude the BabyCenter has a great article here
http://www.babycentre.co.uk/a561725/holidays-at-high-altitude#ixzz2NDzjJeou

Mon: Morzine

Why Morzine today? You can get your bearings, go to the tourist office and pick up information specific to your needs, get
orientated and start introducing your little accomplice to snow-based activities.

What is the plan? Go to the tourist office, maybe outdoor ice skating and/or the merry-go-round, tour the village via
foot/stroller/sleigh! Meet for lunch at the Aubeguarde hotel (567 Avenue de Joux Plane +33 (0)6 24 94 81 14) and go
sledging.

What to bring? Shoes for walking in the snow. Gloves, waterproof clothes  if you plan to sledge and/or ice skate.

When you are ready leave the chalet, take a left, then right at the petrol station and you are on the road into Morzine. In
about 250m the tourist office will be on your right and you can pop in here and pick up all the leaflets you will ever need,
with information specific to your needs. If you come out of the back exit you will see an ice skating rink to your right and a
merry-go-round straight ahead!  From here you could take horse-drawn sleigh tour of the village (opposite the tourist
office), rent a stroller suitable for use in the snow (from Alpes Attitude, on the other side of the road from the tourist
office if you are facing the mountain called Nyon) or simply continue on foot. The village stretches down to your left and
down the hill, here you will find interior shops, wine shops, chocolate artisans, ski shops, coffee shops, saucisson shops,
the church where Dom and Steph got married.

What goes down must come up! So back up the hill we go! When you get back to the tourist office, walk down the
pedestrianised street towards the Pleney cable car. Take a left at the top and continue until you see the Auberguarde
hotel on your right. Here you can meet the rest of the team for lunch and use their free sledges to sledge outside!

Tue: Nyon

Why Nyon today? Nyon is a great place to visit if the weather is fine, it is a nice sunny plateau with a lot to see while
having a bite to eat. If the weather is not fine Nyon is also a great place to sit and soak up the skiing atmosphere by a big
open fire and while watching the snowboard park, the slalom, the snake run and the pistes all from one point! Nyon is also
the least expensive cable car to take you up into the mountains.

What's the plan? Take the bus to Nyon, go up the cable car, have coffee/lunch and soak in the atmosphere.

What to bring? Shoes for walking in the snow, your camera and possibly sun cream too.

Turn right out of the chalet on route to Pleney (cable car). From Pleney take bus line N to Nyon roughly every 20 minutes.
Take the Nyon cable car up to the Plateau. If it is a nice sunny day you can sit outside the Point de Nyon restaurant (at the
top of the cable car on the right) have a lovely bite to eat and kill hours watching the skiers/boarders in the snow
park/boarder cross/slalom/piste! If the weather is not so great, snuggle down inside by the great open fire. Walking back
to the chalet along the river at the bottom of the cable car is also a nice thing to do.

Weds: Morzine

Why Morzine today? It is market day!

What is the plan? Go to the market. Walk along the river. Swim or ice skate.
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What to bring? A bag for your shopping. Baby stroller, if applicable. Walking shoes. Swimming suit and towel if applicable.

A.M: Either walk towards Super Morzine cable car, then take the elevator down to the ground level of the valley and take
a right towards the market. Or walk down to the church as you did on Monday, as you walk down the hill, on the left-hand
side you will see the market. When you see the church follow the road round to your left (keep the Marie on your right),
left over the bridge and down through the car park to the market.

The market goes on for as long as there is demand so be sure to be there before 10:30/11:00. After the market you can
follow the river downstream as far as you like, there are around 3 different bridges that you can use to cross back over
and come up the other side. If you reach the main road at the end then perhaps turn around here as the path deteriorates
a little once you have crossed the road. This is a lovely quiet, flat riverside walk flanked with trees.

P.M: There are plenty of places to grab lunch or a light bite in Morzine. You could even tuck into your produce from the
market! Satellite coffee shop is a popular option for a light lunch situated on the Rue Du Bourg about 5 minutes walk up
from the market on the main street that climbs up to Morzine. After lunch you could either go back down to the market
area and cross the river to access the indoor swimming pool (with heated pool to 33 degrees for little ones) or indoor ice
rink.

Thurs: Avoriaz

Why Avoriaz today? You are doing so well with your adventures you might as well see all there is to see and from the top
here you certainly can!

What is the plan? Sleigh ride. All meet for lunch. Water park (heated for little ones). Tourist office to book more activities
like husky rides!

What to bring? Shoes for walking in the snow. Swimming suit and towel.

A.M: When you are ready, leave the chalet direction Super Morzine and wait at the bus stop to the right of the
roundabout.  The bus is around every 10 minutes and a little less frequent between 12:00 – 14:00. The bus takes about 15
minutes to reach the Avoriaz cable car which is the last stop. At the bottom of the cable car, buy a return pedestrian
ticket. At the top of the cable car, go up the escalator and there will be a black phone straight ahead of you. Pick this up
and book your sleigh ride if you wish. While you wait for the sleigh you can take in the view or go for coffee in one of the
restaurants opposite. There are 6 different sleigh rides from €15.

P.M: Meet the family for a late lunch, La Tanniere is one of our favorites (opposite the cable car station). After allowing
time to digest, on to swimming at Aquariaz the water park! There is a well-trodden route if you follow the buildings round
from La Tanniere to Changabanga and then go up the elevator. Aquariaz open at 14:00, costs around €8 and parts are
heated to 34 degrees so perfect for little ones! One can also visit the tourist office and book activities such as snow
snowing around €27 pp and dog sledding around €30 - €50 (15 and 10 minutes).

Friday & Saturday

Where did the week go? So little time and so many excursions left. You could go to visit Lac Montriond and go for a walk
around the frozen lake (requires taking the bus). You could go up Super Morzine and meet for the team for lunch at the
charming La Grenouille du Marais +33 4 50 79 24 39 with a lovely log burner and resident cat or L’Passage +33 6 77 56 88
83. Or you could go up the Pleney cable car for coffee. Feeling REALLY adventurous? Get the bus to Les Gets and meet
the team at Le Grand Cry +33 (0)4 50 79 72 97 Top of the Chavannes bubble. Or take the Mont Cheri cable car up to the
self service restaurant at the top with stunning views of Mont Blanc Le Belvedere +33 4 50 83 31 34. Got a car? Take a
day trip to Annecy, France’s 4th most visited town or Chamonix France’s 3rd most visited town both within 1 1/2 hrs reach!

Please let us know of your adventures to so that we can add them!
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Going to the doctors for injury procedure and familiarity

You will want to take with you a copy of your insurance, EHIC card if you have one, ID card, a method of payment (see
later on) and maybe a good book, some snacks and a drink. The doctor may not require the EHIC or the ID card however if
your case is escalated to hospital they will do.

If you need to get transport to the doctors the best practice is to call an ambulance via the European Union emergency
telephone number, 112 (they have English speaking representatives). Taxis are not best practice as in most cases will not
have the correct insurance e.g if you have broken your collarbone and they go over a speed bump etc

When you check in at the medical center they may ask to see you documents. There will most likely be someone there
who speaks enough English to help you through this process.

The medical centre is like a small UK A&E department where you will wait in the waiting room, and then be taken through
and wait to be seen by the doctor, examined, X-rays taken and checked, and then you may be moved to another cubicle to
wait for the doctor to come and tell you the diagnosis.

Patients are generally seen on a most-needed basis first, which means if someone comes in, in a worse state than you
there will be a delay so you may need the snack and drink while you wait IF allowed by the doctor.

Once you have been seen at the doctor. You may need to get a prescription from the pharmacy e.g crutches, leg brace,
shoulder brace etc These will need to be collected, paid for and often fitted etc back at the medical cabin.

If you are unable to go to the pharmacy yourself or a member of your party is unable to go on your behalf, the doctors
have taxi numbers which can go on your behalf hence the need for a form of payment.  Past customer experience would
suggest that not all of the staff working at the medical centre are aware of this, so if you are alone at the medical centre
you may need to prompt them for this information. If there is a language barrier please do feel free to call the Skiology
office and let us assist where we can.

The pharmacy is about 1km Morzine. It is worth checking the prescription. A fixed knee brace prescription includes
crutches and pain medication and costs around €240, a shoulder brace around €110. Again, depending on which type of
equipment you require, it may need to be fitted at the medical centre before you are discharged.

After your treatment has been completed you will need to pay the medical centre for any X-rays that have been taken.
They will give you a package of letters for your insurance company, your GP, a copy of your X-rays and all receipts
required for claiming reimbursement from your insurance.
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Security in the chalets

We are fortunate to live in a low crime area so please let us keep it that way, always lock the door when we leave, not
leave valuables on display and don’t leave easily accessible windows open.

Team days off

The team days off in most cases are Tuesday and Friday. The night before they will lay out a buffet breakfast with
instructions. The team can also book a restaurant for you for the evening meal, our favourite restaurants are in this book.
Please do ask the team to book within the first 2 nights of your stay so that they have more of a chance of securing your
first choice.

First aid kit

The first aid kit is located  In the kitchen, first shelf to the left as you walk in.

Fire extinguishers

Fire extinguishers and located on each floor

Fuse board

The fuse board should one ever need are in the cupboard on the right-hand side as you enter the chalet. .

Alarm

Please remember that if the fire alarm goes off there is NOTHING THAT YOU CAN DO FOR 5 MINUTES WHILE IT
COMPLETES IT’S CYCLE.

First you must find out which sensor has been triggered. The fire alarm may indicate which floor, the sensor will have a
red light on it. You must check them all.

1. On the alarm press the floor button to verify that it has been checked.
2. Enter the code
3. Press enter
4. Wait 5 minutes for the cycle to complete.

The alarm can go off if there is excess steam in a room i.e If someone has a really, really long shower and leaves the door
open.

Breakages

If you break something please do let us know so that it is not missing for future guests. Accidents do happen and in most
cases, we can replace the item straight away from stock without charge.

If an expensive item is broken and is your liability (i.e something that you have done through misuse and possibly
claimable by your travel insurance) then we will invoice you to be paid before your departure. You may then claim this
invoice from your insurance if applicable.

A guide for cost is: The price of replacement + travel + maintenance rate (if applicable). In most cases this is the price of
the item + 10% + €30 per hour for labor.
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Smoking indoors

Smoking indoors will result in a €500 fine.
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Directory

Baby sitters

Agencies :
● Cheeky Monkeys www.cheekymonkeysmorzine.com/ €15 p/h based on 2 children +33 (0)6 16 12 28 80
● Alpine Resort Nannies www.alpineresortnannies.co.uk

Private :
● Helen Barnett www.morzinekids.com/ ++33 (0)684 064 098

Massage

Morzine has a lot of options for massage, Steph has risen to the challenge and tried them out for you.
● Mountain Rehab www.mountain-rehab.com/ Also does sports massage +33 6 37 13 02 64
● Kerri McAuley www.kerrimcauley.fr Also does treatments +33 6 87 80 56 82
● Indulge http://www.indulgemorzine.com/ Also does treatments + 33 6 17 91 75 84

Guide(s) for non-ski related activities

● Magical snow treks. Guided snowshoeing. Magical Snow Treks is all about walking in nature and deeply
connecting with it. Evening and dinner walks also available. Simone Simpson has worked in the outdoor industry
for over 30 years. International Mountain Leader, British Qualified Teacher of Sport & Health Education and a
Forest Bathing ‘Shinrin Yoku’ Guide https://magicalsnowtreks.com/en/morzine/ read more from Simone on our
blog https://www.skiology.co.uk/blog/snowshoeing-in-morzine/ Download weekly time table.

● Day Away Aventures. Snowshoe and trekking adventures, transport and equipment included. Private or group.
Also available... torch-lit adventures, hidden Alpage visits, snow shelter building, understanding winter flora and
fauna. Jason and Vivien Day www.daysawayadventures.com +33 (0)7 88 83 14 41
daysawayadventures@gmail.com

Ski hire

Ski-mobile +33 4 50 38 30 22

Ski lessons

Ski school Morzine
● ESF Morzine +33 4 50 79 13 13
● Snow school Morzine +33 4 86 68 88 40
● Easy to Ride +33 4 50 79 05 16

Ski school Avoriaz
● ESF Avoriaz +33 4 50 74 05 65
● Avoriaz Alpine Ski School +33 4 50 38 34 91
● Evolution 2 Avoriaz +33  04 50 74 02 18

Private lessons
Ski

● Bill ski +447791880493
● Ski Beyond +44 131 618 6717

Snowboarding
● Mint Snowboarding +33 4 50 84 13 88
● Real snowboarding +33 636 954 845

Taxis
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There is no taxi rank in Morzine, taxis must be booked in advance. Taxis are hard to book during the daytime as most
drivers are occupied with airport transfers.

● Get Away Vans. Sunday – Friday from 18:00 – 02:00 +33 68 45 17 616
● Action cabs +33 615 740 043 18:00 - 02:00
● Mountain Bus. Monday – Friday from 18:00 – 02:00 +33 682 88 85 50. Please book before 22:00 the night

before.
● Taxi Morzine. Evenings until 2am  +33 677 411 664
● A2ski +33 6 46 89 96 11 Monday to Thursday between  6pm – 2am  and Friday to Sunday until 00:00 (subject to

airport commitments the following day).

Wine-tasting

Groups of 6 to 12 people. Choose a theme from - local wines, regions, a vine variety, a food/wine matching session etc
Tastings take 1h30 to 2 hours with 8/10 wines to taste before dinner or on a late afternoon.

● Standard Wine Tasting : 35 euros per person
● Premium Wine Tasting : 55 euros per person
● Grand Cru Tasting : 80 euros per person

https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100088043419303

Emergencies

SOS European emergency services number dial 112

Morzine police station +33 (0) 4 50 79 13 12

Avoriaz police station +33 (0) 4 50 74 11 41 The police station is on the plateau between the Festival and Falaise areas, at
the top of the telesiege du Plateau chairlift.

Emergency piste rescue +33 (0) 4 50 74 11 13

What to do in an emergency on the piste

Do what you can to secure the area. You can walk a few steps up from the injured and put your skis in the snow in an X
shape to stop anyone skiing into the patient. Call the emergency piste rescue. If you have no service flag send someone to
tell the person at the top or bottom of the lift. Keep the patient warm. Stay calm and reassure your casualty.

Download this guide

Go to www.skiology.co.uk/downloads

This is written by Dom, one of the founding brothers of Skiology. One of his responsibilities is developing the Skiology
product, if you have any development ideas for us small or large we would love to hear them. We highly value all feedback
because it helps us develop a product better suited to your actual needs rather than our perception of them.

Our ideal is to hear your ideas during your holiday so that we can have a chance to action them during your stay.

For any small tweaks for example a request of a certain type of spread with your breakfast please let you host know
directly or use our anonymous comments pot. If your tweak is to do with your host’s fulfilment of their role and therefore
it might be difficult to let them know directly you can call the resort manager  +33 (0) 7 66 22 66 82 or the office on
info@skiology.co.uk.
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Tracks to spot from the chair lift
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Summer

Catered Chalet Grand Hibou - sleeps 14 (£499 - £599pp) and self-catered Chalet Ibex - sleeps 8 (Morzine) €1950  are
available throughout the summer. We love catering in the summer! The abundance and freshness of the produce had lead
us to create a whole new menu for it.

If you have not visited the Alps in the summer some of the most popular activities are cycling, hiking, swimming, golf,
tennis, white water rafting, via ferrata, fishing, horse riding, climbing, mountaineering etc for more details see
www.skiology.co.uk/summer

Sample summer itinerary

Some visitors to Morzine in the summer will simply choose to either cycle or hike everyday for those seeking something else
the below is a suggested itinerary. Also great to do but not in this itinerary: tennis, golf, via ferrata (hiking meets rock
climbing), summer luge in Morzine , paragliding, fantasticable, hydrospeeding, canyoning and mini golf!

Saturday Arrive! Most supermarkets will be shut tomorrow so today is a great day to stock up on French goodies at the
supermarket, saucisson, cheese, bugle crisps here we come! We love the Rotonde restaurant in summer for dinner, you can
outside in the crisp Alpine air and enjoy the vast and varied menu.

Sunday. Morzine. Tourist office, hike in the mountains, swim, bbq? Pack your swim things then pop to the tourist office in
the centre of the village to pick up the ‘what is on that week guide’ and any flyers particular to what the group are interested
in. Satellite is great for a quick coffee while you are in the village and having a look around.

Whilst in the village why not drive up to the Lac Du Min D’Ore for lunch (15 mins) and get a taste for the mountain
air/atmosphere. You will be in the heart of the mountains and can have a little hike, perhaps bring a picnic or enjoy the
restaurant up there. If you are feeling brave a 30 min (steep) walk up brings you to a working goat farm, where you can have
a brilliant shepherd's lunch for next to nothing. And if you feel really energetic the climb up to Col du Cou is definitely worth
it. 

Pop back down to the village and if you need to cool down after your hike go to the Morzine outdoor swimming pool (chaps
you will need Speedos). Going down the slide is a true signifier that your summer holiday has started! Home for dinner, bbq?

Monday. Avoriaz. Mountain biking! Lunch in Lindarets. Pop up to Avoriaz in the cable car for a day of mountain biking. If
you did not get a map of the trails at the tourist office yesterday you can grab one from the Avoriaz tourist office. The
Lindarets bowl is a popular place for lunch.

Tuesday. Lac Montriond. Hike to the waterfall, lunch in the goat village, swim in the lake! Drive to the far side of the lake
(20 mins), park and hike up to see the spectacular waterfall (1 ½ hours). Jump back in the car and drive 10 minutes up the
mountain to visit the goat village for lunch. The goat village in a great place for an indulgent cheese lunch, we like the Ferme
and le Cremaillere. After lunch, well not straight after lunch why not go back to the Lac Montriond for a swim to burn off
some of the cheese.

Wednesday. Morzine/Avoriaz. Cheese tour, market, GoApe/pony ride, Aquariaz! Ice hockey? If you get up early there is
often a free tour of the cheese manufacture in the village at 09:00 (Ferme Du Fruitiere). Then stroll down to the market and
stock up on any produce that takes your fancy, if you need to keep anything fresh you can buy a cooler bag from the
supermarket opposite the market. Put everything in the car and take a stroll down by the river there is a GoApe course down
there (on the right bank as you are facing the river), followed by a pony centre and a bee hotel. Maybe go back to the chalet
for lunch, don’t want your market produce going off in the car! Then grab your swimming stuff and head up to Aquariaz
water park in Avoriaz. If you fancy it Wednesday night is often ice hockey night too!

Thursday. Day trip? Avoid the crowds and don’t go at the weekend! Chamonix, Annecy, Thonon? While you are here why
not take a day trip to visit Chamonix (1 ½ hours) and take the cable car up Mt Blanc, you will want to make sure the weather
is nice and at around €50pp return in the cable car it is not cheap however it is spectacular, wrap up warm and expect it to be
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minus temperatures! Annecy, ooh we do love Annecy (1 ½ hours) a beautiful medieval town on a stunning lake. Hire a boat
on the lake or go ‘off the beaten track’ to the grassy beach in Talloires (about €5 entry) and spend the afternoon, you can
even get the boat there from Annecy! Or go to Thonon (40 mins) and swim in Lake Geneva, you could even try the white
water rafting on route. Our favourite grassy beach is the Plage St Disdille in Thonon. Yvoire is a stunning medieval village
well worth a visit too. There is also a sandy beach close by in Excenevex (about 5 mins by car).

Friday. Samoens. Visit the village, Sixt Fer A Cheval, lunch, hike, white water rafting! We have a full day today. Drive to
Samoens (40 mins). Samoens is a beautiful village to go and visit and also has free botanical gardens. Drive 15 minutes
further to Sixt Fer a Cheval, the largest nature park in the region. Sixt fer a Cheval looks like something out of Jurassic park,
here you can hike the loop (1 hr) and have lunch either at the start or mid-way through the loop. The vistas are stunning and
it is a flat easy walk too! On the way home maybe try the white water rafting (you will want to book in advance) or cool down
in the Lac Bleu in Morillion (swimming lake). You could go back to Morzine via the Col De Joux Plane that has been featured
in the Tour de France and is Lance Armstrong's favorite climb in the world! The col is breathtaking at the top and has great
views over the valleys, the return to Morzine is a piste in the winter! https://www.skiology.co.uk/summer-chalet-holidays/

Some of our favourite summer blogs : Why Morzine in the summer? Top 20 things to do in Morzine in the summer Our top 3
wild swims
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